
ON HILLE'S FIRST EXPONENTIAL FORMULA

Z. DITZIAN

1. Introduction. E. Hille [4] and [5, p. 312] proved that for a

strongly continuous semigroup of operators on a Banach space X

into itself, { T(t) ; 0 = t < °o }, the relation

(1.1) lim||exp(M,)/- 7X0/11 =0
T-.0

holds uniformly for i£[0, b], ¿><<» where At=(T(t)—I)/t. The

above theorem is known as Hille's first exponential formula. L. C.

Hsu [6] estimated exp(tAT)f-T(t)f by:

(1.2) \\exp(tAT)f - 2X0/11 = wL(r^; T(-)f) + KT^\\f\\,

where /£ [O, b], L>b, and wL(5; T(-)f), the rectified modulus of

continuity in [O, L], defined by:

(1.3) wL(8;T(-)f)={sup\\T(t)f-T(s)f\\;\t-s\  <5,0^t,s<L}.

Butzer and Berens [2, p. 20] mentioned that the question whether

(1.2) remains valid if we substitute 7, 7>|, in place of 3 remained

undecided. The question will be answered here positively for y<%,

negatively for y> J and will remain open for 7 = §.

2. An estimate for the first exponential formula. To state our

main result we have to define the modulus of continuity of 7X0/

at to, to^O, by:

(2.1) W*(S; T(-)f, t0) = {sup||7X0/ - r(/0)/||, | / - <o|  < 8, 0 è /}.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose \T(t); 0^t<<» } is a strongly continuous

(in t^O) semigroup, then for 0<7<§ and any t

(2.2) ||exp(MT)/ - 7X0/11 è w.(t*; T(-)f, t) + K(t)e-^\f\\

where K(t) is independent of t, K(t) is bounded in any interval [O, L]

and 0<rj<min(^, 1—27).

Since wL(ô; T(-)f)^sup{w*(8; T(-)f, t); 0 = ¿, t + 5<L} we have:

Corollary 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 we have

for0^t^b,y<i

(2.3) ||exp(L40/ - r(<)/|| = WiXf, T(-)f, t) + J5>*||/||

where K is independent of r and L>b-\-T'>.
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. One can easily obtain

||exp(L4r)/- 7(0/||

(2 4) °°  / t \k 1
= e~th Z (-) - || W/ - 7(/)/|| - £' + Z"

¡t=0 \ T /    k\

where Z'andZ" are the sums on all k^O satisfying \k — t/r\ gr*-1

and \k — t/r\ èTr_1 respectively. Using (2.1) one has

Z' á e-^w^y; T(-)f, t) ¿f-Y-^ = w*(t^; 7(-)/, 0-
k=l\T /    kl

z-=^z*(-fy^iin*r)/n+^x**(-fy^iir(o/ii

whereZ* andZ** are sums on ¿^0, |& —£/t| >rr~1.

Following [2, p. 20] we have ||7(i)|| gi7 for Og/gl and ||7(/)||

gAf1+i for 0 = << °°. Therefore

Z" á JfIl/Il exp (- — + — Jf'¥ *-'*>£* (—) —1

+üfHi/ik'"z**(-fy¿
- 7i + 72.

Formula (1.2.6) of [2, p. 19], that is | tMT/T-t/r\ gt(M-l), yields
for r small enough :

(a) |¿-¿í17t/t| >t"i-*/2 implies j jfe — f/i-1 >t->~1,
(b) exp(-í/r+¿il7Vr)=íe'(J,í-1).

Therefore

HM^ 1

t )  k\

/tMr\k

h Ú MWfWe'W-Ve-'5*'" X) (-)

A well-known result (see [3, pp. 200-203, Theorem 137 (9.1.6)]),

yields

e~*   Z     - = 0(e-*<)

for 0<7j<2f-l as x—><» (§<f<§). Substitute x = tMT/r and

x*<ti-1/2 where the latter is valid if 2/f A7Tf <tt-1+í" which will be

satisfied for small enough r if we choose f such that for a fixed e,
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é>0, and 1— y—e>£ we have f^l—7—«, (there exists such a f

satisfying also 5<£<§)• Therefore

(2.5)      h g Jkf||/[|e'(M-1'ifie-r~''       0 < r, < min(l/3, 1 - 27).

(The elimination of the e and the constant in the exponent is taken

care of by the strict inequality 0<i;<min(|, 1—27).) I2 can be

estimated similarly.

3. Further remarks. A slight generalization of Butzer's result [l,

p. 119] and [2, p. 21] in which both the smoothness requirement and

the estimation are local is possible.

Theorem 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 and requiring

for some t>0 w*(ô, T(-)f, t) _îifiSa for 0<5^ôi, we have

(3.1)    ||exp(MT)/ - 7X0/11 Ú ifi^'V2 + 0(exp(-K2r~1)) r->0.

Proof. As in Theorem 2.1 we can write (2.4) taking hereje' and

2" to be the sums on | k — t/r\ 5¡§iand | k — t/r\ }^ôi respectively. One

can estimate ^' following Butzer [2, p. 21] and

£" = 0(exp - K2t-i)

using (9.1.4) of Theorem 137 [3, p. 200].

Butzer's result [2, p. 21 ] followed by the above result shows that

under an additional requirement on the modulus of continuity esti-

mations (2.2) and (2.3), with 7 = J are valid. We shall show now by

a counterexample that in general one would not be able to obtain

(2.3) with7>f
Example 3.2. Let X be the Banach space of uniformly continuous

bounded functions on (— «j, oo) with the norm ||/|| =supi|/(x)|, let

T(t)f(x) =f(x+t) and consider <f>EX, <j>(x) = l-|x| |x|^l, 0(x) = 0
|x| >1. Obviously w(8, T(-)(j>)=8 for any 0<S<1. We shall show

that for any t ||exp(L40</>-7X0<¿>[| ^ifr1'2 with some if >0. We have

|exp(^T)<K*) - T(t)4>(x)

(T(kr)<p(x) - T(t)4>(x))

•"£'{-) -(<KkT + x)-<t>(t + x))\
\r /   k\ II

- | e-'i' E" (^-Y-^ T(kT)<t,(x) - T(t)4>(x)

h-h
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where ^T,' and Z" are the sums on | k — t/r | ^ 5 < 1 and | k — t/r\ > ô

(k¡zO) respectively. Following Theorem 3.1, 72 = 0(exp( — K2t~1)).

To estimate 7i from below it is enough that at some point this esti-

mation is right (since it is sup type norm). We choose x= — t, for

|&t-/| <t5<1 cpikT-t)-<piO) = l-\kT-t\ —l = —\kr — t\.

h

>

^ f k\k 1

keS\T/ k\

kr - t

where

S =  ik; r-1'2 <k-< 2t-1/2! .

Using (9.1.8) of Theorem 137 of [3, p. 200] we obtain for kES

(3.2) e~"T\) ~~ - LtU2       L>0-

Hence

7i ^ t-1I2-Lt1/2- max \kr - t\  /2^ 7t1'2.
tes

Remark 3.3. When the modulus of continuity is known at i0>0

then for t>t0 we have the following estimation :

«*(8, T(-)f, t) è tfí,«-"»»*(í, Ti-)f, to)

since

sup   ||T(s)f - 7(/)/|| =     sup    || Tit - io)[T(si)f - T(t0)f]\\.
|S-<1S« |si-í0|áa

However the connection between the modulus of continuity at differ-

ent points does not nullify the usefulness of the local approach as the

following example will show. Let X he the bounded uniformly con-

tinuous function with the sup norm on (0, »), T(t)f(x) =f(x+t).

Choose <pix) = 0, Oáxál; 0(x) = |*-l|V", 1<ï^2; <p(x) = 3-x,

2<x = 3; and <p(x) = 0, x>3. Obviously for fgl, w*(5, 7(-)tf>, t)

^S1'2 while for f£2, w*(5, T(-)tp, t)^d.
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